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Abstract
We study 4-dimensional higher-derivative conformal higher spin (CHS) fields general-
ising Weyl graviton and conformal gravitino. They appear, in particular, as “induced”
theories in the AdS/CFT context. We consider their partition function on curved Einstein-
space backgrounds like (A)dS or sphere and Ricci-flat spaces. Remarkably, the bosonic
(integer spin s) CHS partition function appears to be given by a product of partition
functions of the standard 2nd-derivative “partially massless” spin s fields, generalising
the previously known expression for the 1-loop Weyl graviton (s = 2) partition function.
We compute the corresponding spin s Weyl anomaly coefficients as and cs. Our result
for as reproduces the expression found recently in arXiv:1306.5242 by an indirect method
implied by AdS/CFT (which relates the partition function of a CHS field on S4 to a ratio
of known partition functions of massless higher spin field in AdS5 with alternate boundary
conditions). We also obtain similar results for the fermionic CHS fields. In the half-integer
s case the CHS partition function on (A)dS background is given by the product of squares
of “partially massless” spin s partition functions and one extra factor corresponding to a
special massive conformally invariant spin s field. It was noticed in arXiv:1306.5242 that
the sum of the bosonic as coefficients over all s is zero when computed using the ζ-function
regularization, and we observe that the same property is true also in the fermionic case.
1Also at Lebedev Institute, Moscow. e-mail: tseytlin@imperial.ac.uk
1 Introduction
Free Lagrangians of massless spin 1
2
fermion and vector spin 1 fields are conformally invariant
in D = 4. This property is not shared by the standard spin 3
2
, 2 and higher spin massless fields.
In view of potential importance of the conformal invariance condition one may wonder if there
are alternative higher-spin models sharing the conformal invariance property with the familiar
s = 1
2
, 1 theories. Giving up manifest unitarity, one may indeed view higher-derivative Weyl
graviton and conformal gravitino [1, 2] as such s = 2 and s = 3
2
examples. Conformal higher
spin (CHS) models [3] are their s > 2 generalisations. Regardless possible more fundamental
role of such theories [3, 4] they naturally appear in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].1
CHS theory describes pure spin s field by a local action with maximal gauge invariance.
Locality requires higher derivatives (unless one gives up minimal field content requirement
and introduces auxiliary fields): free kinetic operator is Ds = ∂
2sPs where Ps is pure spin s
(transverse traceless) field projector. When coupled to a metric, i.e. considered on a curved
background, the corresponding action should be given by order 2s Weyl and reparametrization
covariant differential operator Ds(g) = ∇2sPs + ... that generalizes the s = 2 4-derivative
operator appearing in the linearization of the Weyl gravity action or the 3-derivative s = tri
conformal gravitino operator.
The corresponding quantum 1-loop effective action (given by log detDs(g)) will not, in gen-
eral, be Weyl-invariant – there will be a non-trivial Weyl anomaly. The well-known low spin
s = 1
2
, 1, 3
2
, 2 conformal field examples (massless fermion, Maxwell vector, Weyl graviton and
conformal gravitino) have non-zero Weyl anomaly coefficients found for s = 1
2
, 1 in [20] (see
also [21, 22]) and for s = 3
2
, 2 in [23, 24, 3].
The key consistency requirement is the preservation of all gauge symmetries, including the
conformal symmetry, at the quantum level and thus the cancellation of the Weyl anomaly
[3]. This may be possible to achieve by combining several higher spin fields together. The
computation of Weyl anomaly in conformal supergravities [24, 25] led to the conclusion that
the only known Weyl-invariant theory with spins ≤ 2 is N = 4 conformal supergravity [2]
coupled to N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory with any gauge group of rank 4. An interesting
question is if there are other special CHS models involving spins ≥ 2 that are also conformal
at the quantum level.2
To find the Weyl anomaly of a CHS field in D = 4 one would need to start with the cor-
responding Weyl-covariant 2s-derivative kinetic operator in a background metric and compute
the corresponding heat kernel coefficient b4 (often called also a2). One immediate problem is
1In particular, CHS fields are “sources” for higher conserved conformal currents in the free limit of the
boundary conformal theory and there are “kinematical” relations between ordinary massless higher spins in the
bulk of AdSD+1 space and conformal higher spins on the D-dimensional boundary discussed, e.g., in [12, 13, 14]
(for some other discussions of conformal higher spins see also [15, 16]). There are also connections of conformal
(super)gravity with twistor string theory [17] and with scattering in dS space [18, 19].
2One option may be to sum over infinite number of higher spin modes (like in ordinary massless spin theories
of Fradkin-Vasiliev type in AdS space), or one may try to explore possible existence of anomaly-free irreducible
models with finite number of higher spins like hypothetical N ≥ 5 conformal supergravities [3].
2
that such kinetic operator in curved metric is not known explicitly so far for s > 2.3 Moreover,
even if such kinetic operators were known, computing their Weyl-anomaly coefficients would
be extremely complicated given the absence of general higher-derivative algorithms for b4 for
s > 2 (cf. [23, 24]).
This suggests to take a short-cut route originally used in [26, 27, 3] as an efficient way to
reproduce the Weyl anomaly of conformal graviton and conformal gravitino.4 First, to find the
two D = 4 Weyl anomaly coefficients (a and c) it is sufficient to consider just two particular
curved Einstein-space backgrounds (e.g., conformally-flat (A)dS4 or S
4 one and a Ricci-flat
one). Second, in the case of Einstein-space background one may expect the covariant higher-
derivative operator to factorize into the product of standard 2-nd order differential operators
whose anomaly can be computed using the standard algorithm. This factorization was in-
deed observed for the conformal graviton and conformal gravitino on the Ricci-flat and on
conformally-flat background [26, 27, 29, 30].5
One may expect that such factorization should happen in general for CHS fields on Einstein-
space backgrounds. In flat space one may replace (e.g., in bosonic case) a higher-derivative CHS
Lagrangian φs∂
2sφs by “ordinary-derivative” Lagrangian
∑
n,m (cnmϕn∂
2ϕm + µmnϕmϕn) for a
set of fields ϕn (some of which are of course ghost-like) such that integrating all but one of them
leads back to the original higher-derivative action. Such gauge-covariant “ordinary-derivative”
formulations of both bosonic and fermionic CHS models in flat space were explicitly constructed
in [33, 34]. Applying conformal transformation (by redefining the fields by powers of the
conformal factor according to their conformal weights) one should then get the corresponding
action on a conformally-flat background. We shall assume that such actions should exist also
on a Ricci-flat background.
Then for (A)dS or Ricci-flat backgrounds the higher-derivative CHS kinetic (2s derivative
bosonic or squared fermionic) operator should factorize into product of standard 2nd-derivative
operators, so that the CHS Weyl anomaly can be found as a sum of Weyl anomalies of an
effective set of “ordinary-derivative” fields.
In more detail, in 4 dimensions the non-trivial part of the Weyl anomaly is determined by
[32] (we omit the ∇2R term)
b4 = β1R
∗R∗ + β2W = −aR∗R∗ + cC2 , (1.1)
3Existence of conformal supergravity implies that s = 2 and s = 32 kinetic operators are consistent (have
background gauge invariance) provided the background metric satisfies the Weyl gravity equations of motion
(e.g., is an Einstein-space metric). Existence of interacting conformal higher-spin theory was explored in [7, 10].
Consistent cubic coupling of two higher spins with a conformal spin 2 field or the metric (e.g., via a product
of two generalized Weyl tensors and standard linearized Weyl tensor) implies that higher spin gauge invariance
should hold provided the metric satisfies the linearized Weyl gravity equations of motion. In general, one
may expect that CHS kinetic operator in background metric will have consistent background gauge invariance
provided the metric satisfies the non-linear Weyl gravity equations. We are grateful to K. Mkrtchyan and M.
Vasiliev for useful remarks on this issue.
4See [28] for a recent use of similar idea in D = 6 context.
5This factorization is not surprising given that the Weyl gravity Lagrangian R2mn − 13R2 can be written in
terms of the “ordinary-derivative” fields as 2Rmnφ
mn + Rφ − φ2mn + 3φ2 where φmn and φ are the auxiliary
traceless tensor and scalar fields. Similarly, the conformal gravitino action can be written in terms of three
auxiliary spin 32 fields, symbolically, ϕ¯Dϕ + ψ¯Dψ + χ¯(ϕ − Dψ) where ϕ will be the gravitino field strength
on-shell [1] (see also [31]).
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a = −β1 + 12β2 , c = 12β2 , β1 = c− a , β2 = 2c . (1.2)
Here R∗R∗ is 32π2 times the Euler number integrand and C2 is the square of the Weyl tensor,
C2 = R∗R∗ + 2W , W = R2mn − 13R2 . (1.3)
The integral of b4 is related to the coefficient of the UV logarithmic divergence of the corre-
sponding curved-space partition function6
lnZ = −1
2
ln detD = 1
2
(1
2
L4B0 + L
2B2 +B4 lnL
2) + finite , Bp =
1
(4π)2
∫
d4x
√
g bp. (1.4)
Here b0 = ν is the number of effective degrees of freedom and b2 = 0 for conformally covariant
operators. The known values of the anomaly coefficients for low conformal spin cases s = 1, 2
and s = 1
2
, 3
2
are:7
s = 1 : β1 = − 13180 , β2 = 15 , a = 31180 , c = 110 , (1.5)
s = 2 : β1 =
137
60
, β2 =
199
15
, a = 87
20
, c = 199
30
, (1.6)
s = 1
2
: β1 =
7
720
, β2 =
1
20
, a = 11
720
, c = 1
40
, (1.7)
s = 3
2
: β1 = −173180 , β2 = −14930 , a = −13790 , c = −14960 . (1.8)
To find the two anomaly coefficients it should thus be sufficient to compute the logarithmically
divergent part of the partition function on two particular curved backgrounds that have different
values of R∗R∗ and C2. Obvious examples are provided by the Einstein spaces
Rmn = Λgmn , (1.9)
which solve the Weyl gravity equations of motion and, as was already mentioned above, should
thus allow for a consistent higher-spin coupling.8 It is sufficient to consider the two special
cases: a conformally-flat Einstein space (de Sitter ǫ > 0 or Anti de Sitter ǫ < 0)9
Cmnkl = 0 , R = 4Λ = 12ǫ , b4 = −aR∗R∗ = −24a ǫ2, (1.10)
6Here detD is assumed to include ghost contributions and L→ ∞ is UV cutoff. Overall sign is changed in
the case of fermions.
7For standard real conformally-coupled scalar β1 =
1
180 , β2 =
1
60 , while for 4-derivative real conformal scalar
[24] β1 =
1
90 , β2 = − 215 . Let us recall also that for standard N = 4 conformal supergravity β1 = 0, β2 = −2
so that coupling it to exactly four N = 4 SYM multiplets (that have β1 = 0, β2 = 12 ) leads to anomaly-free
theory [3]. The cancellation is possible due to the fact that a and c of conformal gravitino have negative sign.
8To have gauge independence of partition function of Weyl gravity in curved background one is to expand
near solutions of the Weyl theory equations of motion. All solutions of (1.9) are solutions of these equations.
Same applies to conformal gravitino: the existence of conformal supergravity [1] implies consistent coupling of
conformal gravitino to Weyl gravity and thus its partition function is gauge-independent provided the back-
ground metric satisfies the Weyl gravity equations of motion. It is natural to assume that all CHS fields can be
consistently coupled to Weyl gravity, and then their kinetic operator should have background gauge invariance
provided the metric satisfies Weyl equations, and, in particular, (1.9).
9We shall mostly consider D = 4 case with Minkowski signature (for some notation and useful relations see
Appendix ) but all results will have straightforward continuation to the Euclidean signature case: in particular,
(A)dS4 can be replaced by S
4 background.
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and a Ricci-flat space
Rmn = 0 , b4 = β1R
∗R∗ = (c− a)C2 . (1.11)
Computing b4 for (A)dS4 background will determine a and then computing b4 for a Ricci-flat
background will allow also to find c.
As discussed above, the second key simplification is that for such special backgrounds the
CHS kinetic operators should factorize into products of “ordinary-derivative” operators whose
Weyl anomaly can be computed using the standard algorithm [35]. In (A)dS4 background (1.10)
this factorization was observed for the Weyl graviton and conformal gravitino in [26, 27] and
nearly simultaneously in [29, 30]. For example, the Weyl graviton operator factorizes into the
product of the usual “massless” transverse traceless graviton operator and a massive transverse
traceless spin 2 operator. The latter was noticed in [29] to have special conformal invariance
property and was called “partially massless” spin 2 field. “Partially massless” (PM) higher spin
fields in (A)dSD exist also for s > 2 [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43] (see also [44, 45, 49]) and,
as we shall suggest, are directly related to the factorization of the CHS operators on (A)dS4
background for all s.
Starting with the “ordinary-derivative” formulation [33, 34], applying a conformal transfor-
mation and solving for all of the auxiliary fields one should end up with the factorized form of
the CHS kinetic operator in the (A)dS4 background. As we shall suggest below, the s of the
2nd-derivative operator factors that form the 2s-derivative bosonic spin s CHS kinetic operator
can be identified precisely with the s species of the PM spin s fields with the mass parame-
ters found in [37, 38, 39].10 As we shall see, a similar relation appears to exists also between
the fermionic CHS operator and the fermionic PM fields [38, 43] in (A)dS4 plus an additional
massive spin s field.
As was noted above, kinetic operators for the Weyl graviton and the conformal gravitino
factorize also in a Ricci-flat background [27, 3]: here the factorization is even simpler – into the
relevant powers (second and third) of the standard covariant massless graviton and massless
gravitino operators. Given that CHS kinetic operator is defined on traceless and transverse
symmetric tensors it is natural to expect that the same factorization pattern should apply also
for all CHS cases with s > 2.
Assuming these factorization relations and including the relevant ghost determinant factors
one is then able to express the CHS partition function on a conformally-flat or Ricci-flat back-
ground in terms of products of powers of determinants of ordinary 2nd-derivative operators and
thus to compute the corresponding values of the Weyl anomaly coefficients using the standard
algorithm for b4 for ∆2 = −∇2+X type operators. This is the strategy that we will implement
below.
Our results that generalize the low-spin expressions in (1.5)-(1.8) can be summarized as
follows. In the bosonic integer spin s = 1, 2, 3, ... case the Weyl anomaly coefficients in (1.1)
for a CHS field read
a(b)s =
1
720
νs (3νs + 14ν
2
s ) , νs = ν
(b)
s = s(s+ 1) , (1.12)
c(b)s =
1
720
νs (4− 42νs + 29ν2s ) , (1.13)
10A relation between a general s > 2 conformal higher spin field and partially massless fields in (A)dS was
anticipated by E. Skvortsov and M. Vasiliev (unpublished) and also conjectured in [16].
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while in the fermionic case of s = 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
, ... we found
a(f)s =
1
2880
νs (12 + 45νs + 14ν
2
s ) , νs = ν
(f)
s = −2(s+ 12)2 , (1.14)
c(f)s =
1
2880
νs (118 + 135νs + 29ν
2
s ) . (1.15)
Here νs is the number of dynamical degrees of freedom of the corresponding CHS field (with
fermionic modes counted with negative sign, i.e. ν1 = 2, ν 1
2
= −2, etc.).
Remarkably, the bosonic as coefficient in (1.12) that we will find below directly in D = 4
matches the expression found recently in [11] by a completely different indirect method based
on AdS5/CFT4 duality.
11 Ref.[11] started with the expected relation between the spin s CHS
partition function on SD and the ratio of the standard massless higher spin s partition functions
on AdSD+1 [50, 51] with alternate boundary conditions which is implied by the consideration
of the RG flow induced by the “double-trace” deformation [52, 53, 54, 55] of the boundary
CFT by the square of the corresponding spin s conformal current. The conformal anomaly
a-coefficient was then extracted from the singular lnL term (cf. (1.4)) in the predicted CHS
partition function on S4.12
It was observed in [11] that if one sums as in (1.12) over all spins s = 1, 2, ... and computes
the (formally power-divergent) result using the ζ-function regularization the final expression
vanishes, suggesting that a theory containing each bosonic CHS field just once may be quantum-
consistent.13 Interestingly, the fermionic CHS coefficient as in (1.14) also has the same property,
i.e.14
∞∑
s=1
a(b)s
∣∣∣
reg
= 0 ,
∞∑
s= 1
2
a(f)s
∣∣∣
reg
= 0 . (1.16)
At the same time, similar sums of the cs coefficients in (1.13),(1.15) do not appear to vanish (and
thus same applies also the sums of the corresponding β1,s = cs − as coefficients in (1.1)). That
may be suggesting that either some subtlety was overlooked in our computation of β1,s
15 or that
to achieve the vanishing of the full Weyl anomaly one is to consider a particular combination
of the (bosonic and fermionic) CHS fields.
This paper is organized as follows. We shall start in section 2 with a review of CHS fields in
flat space extending the discussion in [3] and clarifying the structure of the corresponding free
partition functions.
11Note that our normalization of as is different from the one used in [11] by factor of 4.
12The same idea was previously used in [56] to reproduce the a-coefficient in Weyl anomaly of the conformal
4-derivative scalar operator [24, 3, 57] and of its higher-dimensional generalizations (see Appendix B).
13Such theory would be originating as an induced one starting with a large N free complex scalar CFT with
all s > 0 currents being gauged. One may then expect the induced CHS theory to be consistent [11], i.e. at least
do not have logarithmic UV divergence in partition function on a sphere or IR divergence in the corresponding
ratio of AdS partition functions with alternate boundary conditions, implying the vainsing of the sum of the as
coefficients.
14Instead of ζ-function regularization one may, in fact, use any consistent analytic regularization (see discus-
sion in section 5 below). Use of such regularization in computing infinite sums over spins appears to be natural
and necessary in the AdS/CFT context, see [11, 58].
15The idea of computation of β1,s-coefficient using the assumption of factorization of s > 2 CHS operators on
Ricci-flat background came up in our discussions with S. Giombi who independently found (1.13).
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In section 3 we shall discuss the bosonic CHS fields in curved space. We shall first consider (in
section 3.1) the case of a Ricci-flat background and suggest a natural factorized representation
for the quantum partition function for a spin s CHS field that generalizes both the known
conformal graviton expression [24, 26, 27] and the flat space expression. The corresponding β1
Weyl anomaly coefficient is then computed as in [35, 22].
In section 3.2 we shall turn to the case of a CHS field on conformally-flat (A)dS4 background
and will argue that the corresponding spin s partition function can be represented as a the
product of s factors which are quantum partition functions of the standard 2nd-derivative
massless and s − 1 “partially massless” spin s fields in (A)dS. These PM partition functions
correspond to quantization of Lagrangians in [39, 43] were not given previously in the literature.
This leads to the as expression in (1.12), and, combined with β1,s found in section 3.1, to the
cs in (1.13).
The analysis of the fermionic CHS case in section 4 is similar: we start with Ricci-flat case
and determine β1,s (section 4.1), and then turn to the conformally-flat case. The partition
function on (A)dS background (section 4.2) is again expressed in terms of the massless spin s
partition function and the product of “partially massless” ones but here there is also one extra
factor which corresponds to a massive spin s mode without any residual gauge invariance. The
resulting expression is direct generalization of the conformal gravitino partition function in
[26, 27, 3] and also of the flat-space fermionic CHS partition function. The corresponding as
coefficient is given by (1.14) and together with β1,s from section 4.1 it leads to cs in (1.15).
In section 5 we shall make some concluding remarks discussing in particular the finiteness
property of the sums over spins in (1.16) and the one-loop relation [11] between ratio of massless
higher-spin determinants in AdSD+1 and CHS partition function on S
D.
Appendix contains some definitions and useful relations. In Appendix B we review factoriza-
tion of conformal higher derivative scalar operators on Einstein space background into product
of 2nd-derirvative scalar Laplacians which is analogous to the one discussed in section 3 for
CHS operators.
2 Flat space background
Conformal higher spin theories have free kinetic Lagrangians with maximal degree of gauge
invariance and irreducibility consistent with locality, i.e. describe pure spin states even off shell
[3]16
Ls = ΦsDsΦs , Ds = Ps ∂
2s . (2.1)
Here we assume that space-time dimension is D = 4 and for integer s = 1, 2, ... we have
bosonic field Φs = φˆs = (φˆm1...ms) which is real totally symmetric tensor of rank s, and ∂
2s =
(∂2)s. For half-integer spin s = s + 1
2
(s = 0, 1, 2, ...) the corresponding field is fermionic
Φs = ψˆs = (ψˆm1...ms) which is Majorana totally symmetric spinor-tensor of rank s = s− 12 , and
16Note that here the scalar s = 0 case is that of a trivial non-propagating field with no dynamical degrees of
freedom. There are of course 2- and 4-derivative conformally-covariant scalar operators but they are not natural
members of the CHS family we are going to discuss.
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∂2s = (∂2)sγm∂m. Ps = (P
m1..ms
n1...ns ) is totally symmetric, traceless (γ-traceless in half-integer spin
case) and transverse projector in each of the two sets of indices.17
To find a formal generalization of (2.1) to any dimension D (see, e.g., [7]) one is to replace
the kinetic operator Ps∂
2s by
Ds = Ps ∂
2s+D−4 , (2.2)
i.e. to shift the power of the Laplacian s → s + 1
2
(D − 4). The corresponding field Φs has
dimension 2 − s for all D. For even D > 4 the s = 0 scalar field will have a higher-derivative
conformal kinetic operator (∂2)
D−4
2 (see Appendix B).
The structure of (2.1) implies the presence of both differential (analogs of Maxwell or
reparametrization) gauge invariances with parameters ξˆs−1 and algebraic (analogs of Weyl
or conformal supersymmetry) gauge invariances with parameters ηˆs−2; symbolically, δφˆs =
∂ξˆs−1+ g2ηˆs−2 (g2 stands for the metric factor). The presence of higher-derivative ∂
2s factor in
the kinetic term ensures the locality of these actions.
In what follows we shall always consider only symmetric traceless tensors φs in the case of
bosons and symmetric γ-traceless tensors ψs in the case of fermions. Then the algebraic part of
the gauge group will be automatically taken into account and the remaining differential gauge
freedom will be parametrized by symmetric traceless tensors ξs−1. The number of components
of a totally symmetric traceless rank-s tensor in D dimensions is
Ns ≡ N(φs) =
(
s+D − 1
s
)
−
(
s+D − 3
s− 2
)
, Ns
∣∣∣
D=4
= (s+ 1)2 . (2.3)
2.1 Bosons
Let us start with bosonic CHS fields having integer s = 1, 2, 3, .... In what follows we shall
mostly be interested in the D = 4 case but will quote some relations for general D. The
number of off-shell degrees of freedom (i.e. the number of components minus dimension of
gauge group) of a bosonic CHS field of spin s is given by
Ns⊥ = Ns −Ns−1 = 2s+ 1 , (2.4)
where Ns⊥ ≡ N(φs⊥) is the number of components of transverse (∂ · φs⊥ = 0) traceless rank
s tensor field. The number of dynamical (or on-shell) degrees of freedom νs can be defined in
terms of the corresponding free partition function
Zs = (detD
′
s)
−1/2 = (Z0)
νs , Z0 = (det ∂
2)−1/2 , (2.5)
where prime indicates proper gauge fixing and Z0 is a standard real scalar field partition
function. Since the action (2.1) depends only on the transverse part of φs, changing the variables
17For comparison, to get a Lagrangian of an ordinary higher spin field one is to start with an operator
Ds = P¯s∂2 for bosons andDs = P¯sγm∂m for fermions and choose P¯s = Ps+a1Ps−1+.. as particular combinations
of lower-spin projectors such that the resulting Lagrangian is local. For example, in the Maxwell, Einstein and
the standard gravitino cases one has P¯1 = P1, P¯2 = P2 − 2P0, P¯ 3
2
= P 3
2
− 2P 1
2
.
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φs → (φs⊥, ξs−1) as φs = φs⊥ + ∂ξs−1 with Jacobian (det∆s−1)1/2, where ∆k = −∂2 is defined
on totally symmetric traceless rank k tensors, and dividing over the volume of gauge group (i.e.
omitting spurious integral over ξs−1) we find for the CHS partition function
Zs =
[ det∆s−1
(det∆s⊥)s
]1/2
. (2.6)
Here ∆k⊥ = −∂2 is defined on symmetric traceless transverse rank k tensors. Using that
det∆k = det∆k⊥ det∆k−1 , (2.7)
we can rewrite (2.6) in two alternative forms: in terms of unprojected operators ∆k
Zs =
[(det∆s−1)s+1
(det∆s)s
]1/2
, (2.8)
or in terms of transverse-projected operators
Zs =
s−1∏
k=0
Zs,k , Zs,k ≡
[det∆k⊥
det∆s⊥
]1/2
. (2.9)
Here the indices of Zs,k indicate ranks of tensors on which the two 2nd-order operators (in the
denominator and numerator) are defined. In particular,
Zs,s−1 =
[det∆(s−1)⊥
det∆s⊥
]1/2
=
[ (det∆s−1)2
det∆s det∆s−2
]1/2
(2.10)
is the partition function of a standard massless higher spin field.
In general, Zs,k in (2.9) can be formally interpreted as a partition function of a spin s field
with gauge invariance δφs = ∂
s−kξk involving higher derivatives but lower-rank parameter
tensor (becoming the standard δφs = ∂ξs−1 for k = s−1 corresponding to (2.10)). The number
of the associated dynamical degrees of freedom is then
νs,k = Ns⊥ −Nk⊥ = 2(s− k) , (2.11)
where Ns⊥ was given in (2.4). Thus νs,k ranges from νs,0 = 2s to νs,s−1 = 2 in the massless
case. As follows from (2.8) or (2.9), the number of dynamical degrees of freedom of a bosonic
CHS field is then [3]
νs = sNs − (s+ 1)Ns−1 =
s−1∑
k=0
νs,k = s(s+ 1) . (2.12)
For example, ν1 = 2 for a vector, ν2 = 6 for a Weyl graviton [23, 24], etc.
As we shall see below, the representation (2.9) of the flat-space partition function has a
natural generalization to the case when the CHS field is propagating in an Einstein-space back-
ground, in particular, (A)dS4 one, when Zs,k become partition functions of “partially massless”
fields. The representation (2.8) will also have a direct generalization to a Ricci-flat background.
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The expressions (2.6),(2.8),(2.9) have the following generalization to even D > 4:
Zs =
[ det∆s−1
(det∆s⊥)
s+ 1
2
(D−4)
]1/2
=
[(det∆s−1)s+1+ 12 (D−4)
(det∆s)
s+ 1
2
(D−4)
]1/2
=
s−1∏
k=0
[det∆k⊥
det∆s⊥
]1/2 ( 1
[det∆s⊥]1/2
) 1
2
(D−4)
. (2.13)
2.2 Fermions
Next, let us consider the case of fermionic CHS fields with half-integer s = s + 1
2
= 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
....
The number of components of Majorana γ-traceless (and thus also traceless) spinor-tensor
ψs = (ψm1...ms) in D = 4 is
Ns ≡ N(ψs) = 4
[( s + 3
s
)
−
(
s + 2
s− 1
)]
= 2(s + 1)(s + 2) = 2(s+ 1
2
)(s+ 3
2
) , (2.14)
and thus the number of off-shell degrees of freedom is (cf. (2.4)) [3]
Ns⊥ ≡ N(ψs⊥) = Ns −Ns−1 = 4(s + 1) = 2(2s+ 1) . (2.15)
Squaring the fermionic CHS kinetic operator ∂2sPs and writing the corresponding partition
function in terms of 2nd-order Laplacians we find the following analog of the bosonic expression
(2.6)
Zs =
[(det∆s−1)2
(det∆s⊥)2s
]−1/4
=
[ det∆s−1
(det∆s⊥)s
]−2/4[ 1
det∆s⊥
]−1/4
, (2.16)
where ∆s = −∂2 is defined on totally symmetric γ-traceless spinor-tensors ψs and we used that
as in the bosonic case the Jacobian of transformation from ψs to ψs⊥ (i.e. ψs = ψs⊥ + ∂ξs−1)
produces the factor (det∆s−1)
−1/2 (with extra -1 power). Depending on interpretation, the
structure of the expression (2.16) is formally different from that of (2.6) in either having det∆s−1
in the numerator being squared or in having an extra factor of det∆s⊥.
The equivalent forms of (2.16) are (cf. (2.8) and (2.9))
Zs =
[(det∆s−1)s+1
(det∆s)s
]−1/4
, (2.17)
or
Zs =
s−1∏
k=1/2
(Zs,k)
2 Zs,∅ , Zs,k ≡
[det∆k⊥
det∆s⊥
]−1/4
, Zs,∅ ≡
[ 1
det∆s⊥
]−1/4
. (2.18)
Like in the bosonic case in (2.10), here Zs,s−1 is the partition function of the standard (1-st
derivative) massless fermionic spin s field, while Zs,k may be interpreted as corresponding to a
spin s field with smaller gauge group but with s − k derivatives in the gauge transformation.
The corresponding number of fermionic d.o.f. is then
νs,k = −12(Ns⊥ −Nk⊥) = −2(s− k) , νs,∅ = −12Ns⊥ = −(2s+ 1) , (2.19)
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where k = k + 1
2
, k = 0, 1, .... A peculiarity of the fermionic CHS case is the second power of
Zs,k in (2.18) and the presence of an extra “purely-massive” mode (with no remaining gauge
invariance) represented by the Zs,∅ factor. As in the bosonic case, the representations (2.18)
will have natural generalizations to curved Einstein-space backgrounds.
The fermionic CHS field number of dynamical degrees of freedom following from either (2.17)
or (2.19) is thus (cf. (2.12))
νs = −sNs + (s+ 1)Ns−1 = 2
s−1∑
k=1/2
νs,k + νs,∅ = −2(s+ 12)2 = −2(s + 1)2 . (2.20)
For example, this gives the standard values for spin 1/2 field and spin 3/2 (conformal gravitino)
fields: ν 1
2
= −2 and ν 3
2
= −8 [3]. Explicitly, according to (2.18) the partition function of
conformal gravitino Z 3
2
is a product of 2 partition functions of ordinary massless gravitino and
one “purely massive” gravitino, implying −(2 × 2 + 4) = −8 for the d.o.f. count. For s = 5
2
CHS field we get 2 massless spin 5
2
factors Z 5
2
, 3
2
, 2 “partially massless” spin 5
2
factors Z 5
2
, 1
2
and
one “purely massive” factor Z 5
2
,∅, etc.
For an N = 1 CHS supermultiplet containing spins {s, s + 1
2
, s + 1} (i.e. {1
2
, 1}, {1, 3
2
, 2},
etc.) one then finds from (2.4),(2.12),(2.20) the expected result:
∑
{s} ns = 0,
∑
{s} νs = 0 [3].
3 Bosonic conformal higher spins in curved background
Here we shall consider the expressions for the integer s CHS partition functions in Einstein-space
(Ricci-flat and conformally-flat backgrounds) starting first with the known cases of low spins
s = 1 (Maxwell vector) and s = 2 (Weyl graviton) and then suggesting natural generalizations
to s > 2.
3.1 Ricci-flat background
The Maxwell vector partition function in a curved background has familiar form
Z1 =
[ det∆0
det∆1⊥
]1/2
=
[(det∆0)2
det∆1
]1/2
, ∆0 = −∇2 , (∆1)mn = −(∇2)mn +Rmn . (3.1)
Considering a conformal spin s > 1 field in an external metric (i.e. coupled to s = 2 conformal
field) one, in general, should get a complicated 2s-derivative reparametrization and Weyl co-
variant differential operator with coefficients depending on the background curvature. However,
this operator may simplify for specific backgrounds, reducing to a product of lower-dimensional
operators.
This indeed happens for the 4-derivative Weyl graviton operator in Einstein-space back-
grounds. One finds [26, 27, 3] that in the Ricci-flat background the Weyl graviton 4-th order
operator factorizes, becoming the square of the traceless Einstein graviton operator. Then the
Weyl gravity 1-loop partition function takes formally the same form as its flat-space counter-
part in (2.8). It can be expressed also as a product of the familiar one-loop partition functions
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of the two Einstein gravitons [59] and one Maxwell vector in the Rmn = 0 background:
Z2 =
[ det∆0
(det∆2⊥)2
]1/2
=
[(det∆1)3
(det∆2)2
]1/2
= (Z2,1)
2 Z1 , (3.2)
Z2,1 =
[det∆1⊥
det∆2⊥
]1/2
=
[ (det∆1)2
det∆2 det∆0
]1/2
. (3.3)
Here ∆0 and (∆1)mn are as in (3.1), the operator (∆2)mn,kl = −∇2mn,kl − 2Rmknl is assumed
to be defined on traceless symmetric 2-tensors and ∆k⊥ are defined on transverse symmetric
traceless tensors.
Note that Z2 in (3.2) and Z1 in (3.1),(3.3) have the same structure as the flat-space partition
function (2.8) but here with covariant differential operators ∆s. It is then natural to expect
that for any conformal higher spin field in a Ricci-flat background the kinetic operator should
be factorizing into s factors of the “massless” spin s 2nd-order operators. Then the partition
function should be given by
Zs =
[(det∆s−1)s+1
(det∆s)s
]1/2
, (3.4)
where ∆k are covariant 2nd-order differential operators defined on traceless rank k tensors
corresponding to standard massless spin k fields. This appears to be the simplest “minimal”-
coupling assumption extended to the CHS fields.
In general, one may define (following, e.g., [21, 22]) an operator acting on a field in an
irreducible SO(1, 3) representation (A,B) of dimension N(A,B) = (2A+1)(2B+1) as (A,B are
positive half-integers)
∆(A,B) = −∇2(V ) +X , X = −RabmnΣabΣmn . (3.5)
Here Vm = ω
ab
mΣab, ω
ab
m is the standard spin connection and Σab are the corresponding generators
of SO(1, 3). In the present case of symmetric traceless rank s tensor fields we have
(A,B) = ( s
2
, s
2
), N(A,B) ≡ (2A+ 1)(2B + 1) = Ns = (s+ 1)2 , ∆(A,B) = ∆s , (3.6)
where ∆s is defined on symmetric traceless rank s tensors and corresponds to standard “harmonic-
gauge” massless higher spin operators on a curved background, generalizing the s = 2 Lich-
nerowitz operator. Explicitly [60, 61], for the symmetric traceless tensor representation the
Lorentz generators are (Σmn)
a1....as
b1....bs
= sδ
(a1
[m ηn](b1δ
a2
b2
...δ
as)
bs)
so that
(Xφs)
a1...as = −s(s− 1)R (a1 a2m n φa3...asmn + sR (a1m φa2...as)m . (3.7)
As follows from (3.4), one can then express the value of the β1 coefficient in (1.1) for a CHS
field as a combination of β1 coefficients for the operators ∆s by a relation similar to the one for
the number of degrees of freedom (2.12)
β1,s = s β1[∆s]− (s+ 1) β1[∆s−1] , (3.8)
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where β1(∆k) is the β1 coefficient in the expression (1.1) for b4(∆k). The latter can be computed
using the standard algorithm [35] for the 2-nd order operators ∆ = −∇2(V ) + X defined in
curved space on fields Φi with ∇m containing the matrix connection (V ij)m:18
b4[∆] =
1
180
Tr
[
15F 2mn(V ) + 90X
2 − 30RX − 30∇2X + 1(R∗R∗ + 3R2mn + 32R2 + 6∇2R)
]
(3.9)
Following [21, 22] one finds in the Ricci flat case (Tr1 = N(A,B))
β1[∆(A,B)] =
1
180
N(A,B)
(
1 + A(A + 1)[6A(A+ 1)− 7] +B(B + 1)[6B(B + 1)− 7)]
)
, (3.10)
so that in the present case of (3.6)
β1[∆s] =
1
720
Ns(21− 20Ns + 3N2s ) . (3.11)
Finally, for the bosonic CHS field the β1 coefficient (3.8) is thus given by
β
(b)
1,s =
1
720
νs(4− 45νs + 15ν2s ) , νs = s(s+ 1) . (3.12)
This expression agrees with the known values for s = 1 and s = 2 in (1.5),(1.6) (and it vanishes
as it should for non-dynamical s = 0 case).
It is interesting to note that while on general grounds (cf. (3.9)) the Weyl anomaly coefficients
in (1.1) for a CHS field of spin s should be 6-th order polynomials in s, β1 is actually a cubic
polynomial in the number of dynamical degrees of freedom νs = s(s+ 1). The same will apply
also to the expression for the second Weyl anomaly coefficient β2 discussed below.
3.2 Conformally-flat background
Next, let us determine a in (1.1) (and thus β2) by considering a constant curvature (A)dS4
background (1.10). The Maxwell vector partition function (3.1) in this case may be written as
Z1 =
[ det∆ˆ0(0)
det∆ˆ1⊥(3)
]1/2
=
[(det∆ˆ0(0))2
det∆ˆ1(3)
]1/2
. (3.13)
Here and in what follows the operator
∆ˆs(M
2) ≡ −∇2s +M2 , M2 ≡ M2ǫ (3.14)
will be defined on symmetric traceless tensors and ∆ˆs⊥(M
2) will stand for ∆ˆs(M
2) defined on
transverse symmetric traceless tensors. The parameter ǫ = ± 1
r2
is equal to 1 for unit-radius dS
space and -1 for unit-radius AdS space.19
As in the Ricci-flat case, one finds that the Weyl graviton kinetic operator again factorizes
[26, 27, 29, 30]:20
C2 = 1
2
φ2 ∆ˆ2⊥(2) ∆ˆ2⊥(4)φ2 +O(φ
3
2) . (3.15)
18In the present cases Vm will be expressed in terms of the spin connection so that TrF
2
mn(V ) will give
contraction of two curvatures.
19Note also that the notation M2 does not mean that this dimensionless parameter is always positive.
20Note, in particular, that ∆2φmn = −∇2φmn − 2Rmknlφkl → ∆ˆ2(2)φmn = (−∇22 + 2ǫ)φmn.
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As a result, the 1-loop partition function of the Weyl theory can be written as [26, 27, 3]21
Z2 = Z2,1Z2,0 =
[det∆ˆ1⊥(−3)
det∆ˆ2⊥(2)
]1/2 [det∆ˆ0(−4)
det∆ˆ2⊥(4)
]1/2
. (3.16)
For Λ = 3ǫ→ 0 the mass terms in (3.14) disappear and this reduces to the flat-space expression
in (2.9).
In contrast to the flat and Ricci-flat case in (3.2) here the two standard graviton operator
factors are not the same: the degeneracy is lifted by the curvature. The first factor is the usual
(A)dS4 “massless” graviton contribution equal to the 1-loop partition function of the Einstein
gravity with cosmological term [62, 63]
Z2,1 =
[det∆ˆ1⊥(−3)
det∆ˆ2⊥(2)
]1/2
=
[ (det∆ˆ1(−3))2
det∆ˆ2(2) det∆ˆ0(−6)
]1/2
. (3.17)
The second factor
Z2,0 =
[det∆ˆ0(−4)
det∆ˆ2⊥(4)
]1/2
=
[det∆ˆ1(−1) det∆ˆ0(−4)
det∆ˆ2(4)
]1/2
(3.18)
corresponds to the “partially massless” spin 2 field found in [29, 30, 41] to have a special
conformal covariance property (allowing to transform its equation of motion to the massless
flat space ∂2 form and thus ensuring its “null-cone” propagation). This field has on-shell 2nd-
derivative gauge invariance with a scalar parameter, δφmn = (∇m∇n + 4ǫgmn)ξ [37, 38]. This
field can be described by a local Lagrangian [39] involving the standard 2-tensor and vector
fields with gauge invariance δφmn = ∇(mξn) + µgmnη, δAm = ∇mη + µξm, µ2 = −4ǫ (so that
it effectively describes same number of dynamical d.o.f. 4 = 2 + 2 as a massless spin 2 plus a
massless spin 1 system). Quantization of this system leads to the partition function (3.18).22
Partially massless (PM) fields in (A)dS4 that admit local gauge-invariant description after
introduction of some extra lower-spin modes exist for all s > 2. For given value of s there is
one massless and s− 1 PM fields which in the general case of (A)dSD with curvature given in
(A.1) are described by the following kinetic operators [38, 39]
∆ˆs(M
2
s,k) = −∇2s +M2s,kǫ , k = 0, 1, ..., s− 1 , (3.19)
M2s,k = s− (k − 1)(k +D − 2) , M2s,k
∣∣∣
D=4
= 2 + s− k − k2 . (3.20)
Here k = s− 1 corresponds to the massless field in (A)dSD [46, 47] with the mass parameter23
m2s0 ≡M2s,s−1 = s− (s− 2)(s+D − 3) , M2s,s−1
∣∣∣
D=4
= 2 + 2s− s2 . (3.21)
21For some general relations between ∆ˆs and ∆ˆs⊥ operators see Appendix.
22This can be made more apparent by rewriting the partition function (3.18) as
Z2,0 =
[det∆ˆ1⊥(−1)
det∆ˆ2⊥(4)
]1/2 [ det∆ˆ0(−4)
det∆ˆ1⊥(−1)
]1/2
.
23Separating the massless spin s contribution to M2 one may write the mass parameters of the PM fields as
M2s,k = m
2
s0 +µ
2
s,k , µ
2
s,k = (s− k− 1)(s+ k+D− 4). Discussion of massless fields in AdSD in the frame-like,
metric-like, and BRST approaches may be found in the respective references [48].
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Interestingly, the “transpose” of (3.20)
M2k,s = k − (s− 1)(s+D − 2) , M2k,s
∣∣∣
D=4
= 2 + k − s− s2 (3.22)
gives
M2s−1,s = −(s− 1)(s+D − 3) , M2s−1,s
∣∣∣
D=4
= 1− s2 , (3.23)
which is exactly the mass parameter of the “ghost” factor in the partition function of the
massless spin s field in (A)dSD [50, 51]
Zs,s−1 =
[det∆ˆs−1⊥(M2s−1,s)
det∆ˆs⊥(M2s,s−1)
]1/2
. (3.24)
This of course agrees with the s = 1, 2 expressions (3.13) and (3.17) in D = 4.24
Our key observation is that CHS kinetic operator in conformally-flat background should
factorize into precisely s factors of “partially massless” kinetic operators (3.19), i.e.
φsDsφs = φs
[ s−1∏
k=0
∆ˆs⊥(M
2
s,k)
]
φs , (3.25)
thus generalizing the familiar Maxwell and Weyl theory (3.15) cases. One possible derivation
of this relation may start from the “ordinary-derivative” formulation of the CHS theory in flat
space [33], then explicitly transforming to conformally-flat metric and finally solving for all
auxiliary fields.
To obtain the quantum CHS partition function in a conformally-flat background it remains
then to find the corresponding “ghost” factor. As in the low-spin and massless spin examples
[62, 63, 44, 65, 26, 24, 66, 67, 50, 51] it is found using the Jacobian of transformation from
the traceless field φs to its transverse component φs⊥ and other lower-spin transverse fields (cf.
Appendix for some examples). One is also to divide over the volume of the gauge transformation
group with unconstrained traceless parameters. The final expression for the CHS partition
function in (A)dS4 background then takes the following remarkably simple form which is a
generalization of the flat-space expression in (2.9)
Zs =
s−1∏
k=0
Zs,k , Zs,k =
[det∆ˆk⊥(M2k,s)
det∆ˆs⊥(M2s,k)
]1/2
. (3.26)
Here the k = s − 1 factor is precisely the massless spin s partition function (3.24) and other
factors correspond to the PM fields.
As follows from the structure of the flat-space partition function in (2.13), to find a generaliza-
tion of (3.26) to general even dimension D one needs to multiply (3.26) (now with D-dependent
24Note also that the “maximal-depth” PM field with k = 0 (in D = 4) plays a somewhat special role being
conformally-invariant [41] and having the highest-derivative (order s) gauge invariance with a scalar gauge
parameter. A discussion of this field and some hints of its connection to CHS fields appear in [49].
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massess (3.20),(3.22)) by extra 1
2
(D − 4) “purely-massive” (no residual gauge invariance) fac-
tors.25 These have the following general form:
Zextra =
D−4
2∏
i=1
[ 1
det∆ˆs⊥(m
2
s,i)
]−1/2
, ∆ˆs⊥(m
2
s,i) = −∇2s +m2s,iǫ , (3.27)
where the mass coefficients m2s,i remain to be determined. They are actually known in the
special case of s = 0 when the CHS operator becomes the conformal scalar operator ∆(2r) with
r = 1
2
(D − 4) (see Appendix B): from (B.7) we have26
m20,i = −(i− 12D)(i+ 12D − 1) , i = 1, ..., 12(D − 4) . (3.28)
Comparing this with “partially-massless” mass formula (3.20) with s = 0 we observe that
it coincides with (3.28) if we set k = i − 1
2
D + 1, i.e. i = 1, ..., 1
2
(D − 4) correspond to
k = −1
2
(D − 4), ...,−1. Then a natural conjecture is that in general one should have
m2s,i = s− (i− 12D)(i+ 12D − 1) , i = 1, ..., 12(D − 4) , (3.29)
i.e. the massive factors in (3.27) may be interpreted as the “partially-massless” contributions
with massess M2s,k in (3.20) extended to negative values of k = −12(D− 4), ...,−1 (and without
“ghost” factors det∆ˆk⊥(M
2
k,s) in (3.26)).
27
The partition function (3.26) can be written also in terms of unconstrained operators as in
(3.13),(3.16) using the following relation (valid for any k = 1, 2, ...)
det∆ˆk⊥(M
2) =
det∆ˆk(M
2)
det∆ˆk−1(M2 − δk)
, δk = 2k +D − 3 , δk
∣∣∣
D=4
= 2k + 1 . (3.30)
For example, for the massless factor (3.24) we then get
Zs,s−1 =
[ (det∆ˆs−1(M2s−1,s))2
det∆ˆs(M2s,s−1) det∆ˆs−2(M
2
s+2,s+1)
]1/2
, (3.31)
where we used that
M2s,s−1 − δs =M2s−1,s , M2s−1,s − δs−1 = M2s+2,s+1 = 2− s2 − s(D − 2) . (3.32)
In particular, for s = 1 and s = 2 and D = 4 the expression (3.26) agrees with (3.13) and
(3.16). Also, for s = 3 in D = 4 we find from (3.20) that M23,k = 5 − k − k2, M2k,3 = k − 10
where k = 2, 1, 0 and thus28
Z3 = Z3,2Z3,1Z3,0 =
[ det∆ˆ2⊥(−8)
det∆ˆ3⊥(−1)
]1/2 [det∆ˆ1⊥(−9)
det∆ˆ3⊥(3)
]1/2 [det∆ˆ0(−10)
det∆ˆ3⊥(5)
]1/2
(3.33)
=
[ (det∆ˆ2(−8))2
det∆ˆ3(−1) det∆ˆ1(−13)
]1/2 [det∆ˆ2(−4) det∆ˆ1(−9)
det∆ˆ3(3) det∆ˆ0(−12)
]1/2 [det∆ˆ2(−2) det∆ˆ0(−10)
det∆ˆ3(5)
]1/2
.
25The presence of such extra massive degrees of freedom in the D 6= 4 case is implied also by the structure of
the “ordinary-derivative” formulation of [33] (we are grateful to R. Metsaev for pointing this out).
26For s = 0 the product in (3.26) is to be set to 1 as there k ≥ 0 and Z0,0 = 1.
27There appears to be a group-theoretic argument leading to this relation (E. Skvortsov and M. Vasiliev,
private communication).
28Note that here and in (3.16) we write the factors in the opposite order to (3.26) so that the massless spin
factor appears first.
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In the second line we used (3.30). Here the first factor is the massless spin 3 partition function
(cf. (3.31)). Note that in the limit ǫ → 0 all spin 0 and spin 1 factors cancel and we recover
the flat-space expression in (2.8).
It is now straightforward to apply the b4 algorithm (3.9) to each of the 2nd order operator in
the CHS partition function (3.26) in conformally-flatD = 4 space to compute the corresponding
a-coefficient according to (1.10). Let us first consider a generic unconstrained operator (3.14)
defined on symmetric traceless tensors with an arbitrary dimensionless “mass” constantM2 and
with ∇m = ∇m(V ) with connection Vm corresponding to an SO(1, 3) representation (A,B) (in
particular, to the one in (3.6)). In the conformally flat Einstein-space background case we get
from (3.9) (here R = 12ǫ)
b4[∆ˆs(M
2)] = 1
180
Tr
[
15F 2mn(V ) + 1(90M
4 − 360M2 + 348)ǫ2
]
, (3.34)
where [22]
TrF 2mn(V ) = −4N(A,B)[A(A+ 1) +B(B + 1)]ǫ2 . (3.35)
Using (3.6) we find TrF 2mn(V ) = −2Nss(s+2)ǫ2, Ns = (s+1)2. Then we may determine the
contribution to the a-coefficient corresponding to the operator (3.14) according to (1.10)
a[∆ˆs(M
2)] = 1
144
Ns
(
Ns − 3M4 + 12M2 − 635
)
. (3.36)
Using (3.30) we may then find also the a-coefficient corresponding to the transverse operator
as (cf. (2.4))29 overall factor here
a[∆ˆs⊥(M
2)] = a[∆ˆs(M
2)]− a[∆ˆs−1(M2 − 2s− 1)]
= 1
720
(2s+ 1)
[
30s3 + 85s2 + 10s− 58− 30(s2 − 2)M2 − 15M4
]
. (3.37)
It is now straightforward to compute the resulting total value of the a-coefficient corresponding
to the CHS partition function (3.26) with the mass parameters given in (3.21).
Computing the finite sum over k as implied by the representation (3.26) we end up with a
simple expression for the bosonic CHS anomaly coefficient as
a(b)s =
s−1∑
k=0
(
a[∆ˆs⊥(2 + s− k − k2)]− a[∆ˆk⊥(2 + k − s− s2)]
)
= 1
720
ν2s (3 + 14νs) , νs = s(s+ 1) . (3.38)
Like the β1 coefficient found earlier in (3.12), it depends on s only through the corresponding
number of dynamical degrees of freedom νs in (2.12). As already mentioned in the Introduction,
(3.38) matches the expression for a(b)s found in [11] by an indirect method.
29The use of the b4 for the unprojected operator means that we are effectively computing the anomaly of the
partition function expressed in terms of unprojected operators like in the second line of (3.33), thus avoiding a
subtlety with zero-mode contributions if one computes the anomaly using ζ(0) for the projected operators (cf.
[65, 26, 27]).
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For comparison, the contribution of just massless spin s part of (3.24) (with 2 degrees of
freedom) is30
a
(b)
s,s−1 =
1
360
(2− 15s2 + 75s4) . (3.39)
It of course agrees with (3.38) for s = 1 when a1 = a1,0 =
31
180
.
Combining the results for β
(b)
1,s (3.12) and a
(b)
s (3.38) we conclude from (1.2) that
c(b)s =
1
2
β
(b)
2,s = β
(b)
1,s + a
(b)
s =
1
720
νs(4− 42νs + 29ν2s ) . (3.40)
4 Fermionic conformal higher spins in curved background
Let us now consider the fermionic CHS fields with half-integer spin s = s + 1
2
(s = 0, 1, 2, ...)
described by symmetric γ-traceless spinor-tensors ψm1...ms. We shall follow the same strategy as
in the previous section, first discussing the Ricci-flat and then the conformally-flat backgrounds.
4.1 Ricci-flat background
The simplest examples of the fermionic CHS fields are the Majorana spinor31
Z 1
2
=
[ 1
det∆ 1
2
]−1/4
, ∆ 1
2
= −∇21
2
+ 1
4
R→ −∇21
2
, (4.1)
and the conformal gravitino [26, 27, 3]
Z 3
2
=
[(det∆ 1
2
)5
(det∆ 3
2
)3
]−1/4
= (Z 3
2
, 1
2
)3 Z 1
2
= (Z 3
2
, 1
2
)2 Z 3
2
,∅ , (4.2)
Z 3
2
, 1
2
=
[(det∆ 1
2
)2
det∆ 3
2
]−1/4
, (∆ 3
2
)mn = −(∇23
2
)mn − 12γklRklmn , (4.3)
where Z 3
2
, 1
2
is the partition function of the standard massless gravitino. Like for the Weyl
graviton, the kinetic operator of conformal gravitino factorizes on the Ricci-flat background –
here into the product of the three standard gravitino operators (with transverse projection)
and the resulting partition function is equivalent to the one for 3 massless gravitino and one
massless spin 1/2 field (with total of 8 fermionic degrees of freedom, cf. (2.20)).
As in the bosonic case (3.4), one may conjecture that in general the fermionic CHS operator
will factorize into the product of s massless (transverse-projected) operators γm∇m so that the
partition function will have again the same form as the flat-space one (2.16), now with covariant
2nd-order (squared 1st order) operators ∆s containing only “minimal” curvature couplings
Zs =
[(det∆s−1)s+1
(det∆s)s
]− 1
2 , s = 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
, .... . (4.4)
30The same expression was recently used in [58], leading to the conclusion that the logarithmic divergence in
the 1-loop partition function of (type-A/B) Vasiliev’s higher-spin theories in AdS4 vanishes assuming one uses
the ζ-function to define the sum over all integer spins s.
31We represent the partition functions in terms of squared fermionic operators.
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As in the bosonic case, these ∆s operators will be assumed to have the form (3.5) acting on
totally-symmetric γ-traceless real spinor-tensors ψm1...ms corresponding to the (A,B)⊕ (B,A)
representation of the Lorentz group with (A,B) contained in ( s
2
, s
2
)⊗ (1
2
, 0), i.e.32
(A,B) = ( s+1
2
, s
2
), N(A,B) = (s + 1)(s + 2) , s = s +
1
2
. (4.5)
Then the corresponding β1 coefficient is given by the same expression as in (3.8) up to an overall
minus sign. Applying (3.10) we get
β1[∆s] = β1[∆(A,B)] + β1[∆(B,A)]
= 1
2880
Ns(50− 28Ns + 3N2s ) , Ns = 2N(A,B) = 2(s + 1)(s + 2), (4.6)
so that the β1 Weyl anomaly coefficient for the fermionic CHS field is given by
β
(f)
1,s = −sβ1[∆s] + (s+ 1)β1[∆s−1]
= 1
2880
νs(106 + 90νs + 15ν
2
s ) , νs = −2(s+ 12)2 . (4.7)
As in the bosonic case (3.12), the anomaly coefficient β1,s is again a cubic polynomial in the
number of dynamical degrees of freedom νs (see (2.20)). For s =
1
2
(νs = −2) and s = 32
(νs = −8) β1s in (4.7) reproduces the previously known values in (1.7),(1.8).
It is interesting to note that the expression for β1 simplifies for a combination of CHS fields
with spins (s, s+ 1
2
, s+ 1) (with integer s) forming an N = 1 supermultiplet: from (3.12) and
(4.7) one then finds
β
(N=1)
1 = β
(b)
1,s + β
(f)
1,s+ 1
2
+ β
(b)
1,s+1 =
1
16
(s+ 1)2(4s2 + 2s− 1) . (4.8)
The choice of s = 0 corresponds to N = 1 vector multiplet (1
2
, 1) where β1 = − 116 and s = 1 toN = 1 conformal supergravity multiplet (1, 3
2
, 2) where β1 =
5
4
, in agreement with previously
known values.
4.2 Conformally-flat background
Let us first recall the known low-spin cases. In the case of the conformally-flat background
(1.10) one finds for s = 1
2
, 3
2
partition functions (cf. (3.13)–(3.16))[26, 27, 3]
Z 1
2
=
[ 1
det∆ˆ 1
2
(3)
]−1/4
, ∆ˆs(M
2) = −∇2s +M2ǫ , (4.9)
32Here we shall follow [21, 68] but not [22]: the fermionic higher-spin operator assumed in [22] in the A > B
case contained extra 1/A factor in X in (3.5) that may seem somewhat unnatural in the context of factoriz-
ing higher-derivative CHS kinetic operators (it may, however, in principle appear upon squaring of 1st-order
fermionic operators, cf. [69]). The operator in [22] required strong consistency conditions that rule out non-
trivial backgrounds when applied to real fermions and thus do not allow to compute the coefficient β1 in the
conformal anomaly for s > 2. Here we will not worry about consistency conditions of the factor-operators
like (3.5) as such conditions on the total operator should be weaker in the conformal higher spin case (and
Einstein-space background should be a consistent one). Needless to say, the structure of “minimal” fermionic
factor-operators in Ricci-flat background for higher spins s ≥ 52 deserves further clarification.
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Z 3
2
= (Z 3
2
, 1
2
)2Z 3
2
,∅ =
[det∆ˆ 1
2
(−1)
det∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(3)
]−2/4 [ 1
det∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(4)
]−1/4
(4.10)
=
[(det∆ˆ 1
2
(−1))2
det∆ˆ 3
2
(3)
]−2/4 [ det∆ˆ 1
2
(0)
det∆ˆ 3
2
(4)
]−1/4
. (4.11)
Here ∆ˆs(M
2) ≡ −∇2s + M2ǫ is defined on γ-traceless spinor-tensors, while ∆ˆs⊥(M2) is, in
addition, restricted to transverse spinor-tensors. The relation between (4.10) and (4.11) is
based on (cf. (3.30),(A.5))
det∆ˆ 3
2
(M2) = det∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(M
2) det∆ˆ 1
2
(M2 − 4) . (4.12)
One notes [26] that the conformal gravitino partition function (4.11) contains two factors of the
standard “massless” Einstein gravitino partition function (with “cosmological” mass parameter
m2 = −Λ
3
= −ǫ) [70, 65, 66]
Z 3
2
, 1
2
=
[det∆ˆ 1
2
(−1)
det∆ 3
2
⊥(3)
]−1/4
=
[(det∆ 1
2
(−1))2
det∆ 3
2
(3)
]−1/4
. (4.13)
In (4.10) the det∆ˆ 1
2
(−1) factor comes from the Jacobian of transformation from ψm to its
transverse part plus pure-gauge gradient part (A.10) while ∆ˆ 3
2
⊥ operators appear from factor-
ization of the 3rd-derivative conformal gravitino kinetic operator in conformally flat background
[26, 27, 29, 30]:
ψ 3
2
Dˆψ 3
2
= ψ 3
2
⊥ ∆ˆ 3
2
(3) ∇ˆ 3
2
ψ 3
2
⊥ , ∇ˆ 3
2
≡ (γk∇k) 3
2
. (4.14)
In general, “squaring” the “massive” 1st-order gravitino operator ∇ˆ 3
2
+m gives
(∆ˆ 3
2
)mn = −(∇23
2
)mn +
1
4
Rgmn − 12γkγlRklmn +m2gmn
= −(∇23
2
)mn + (4ǫ+m
2)gmn , (4.15)
where in the second line we assumed the conformally-flat background (A.1).33 Thus the second
power of ∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(3) (with m
2 = −ǫ) in (4.10) has to do with its appearance already in the original
fermionic action, while the extra factor ∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(4) comes from squaring of the ∇ˆ 3
2
operator in
(4.14), i.e. (4.15) with m = 0. The fact that this “extra” operator is just the square of
the standard “mass-zero” transverse γ-traceless gravitino operator ∇ˆ 3
2
explains also its special
conformal-invariance property (implying “null-cone” propagation) [29, 30]. Thus this operator
is a direct counterpart of ∆ˆ2⊥(4) in the conformal graviton s = 2 case (3.15),(3.16) but lacking
extra effective gauge invariance (reflected in the trivial numerator in the second factor of (4.10))
33Note that in this paper we use different notation compared to [26, 27, 3]: there this operator was denoted
as ∆ˆ 3
2⊥
(m2) while here it is called ∆ˆ 3
2⊥
(4 + ǫ−1m2). Similarly, ∆ˆ 1
2
(m2) = −∇21
2
+ 14R+m
2 = −∇21
2
+ 3ǫ+m2
here is called ∆ˆ 1
2
(3 + ǫ−1m2).
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the corresponding field was not called “partially massless” in [37, 38] and it describes a massive
state (with 2s+ 1 = 4 dynamical d.o.f.) in (A)dS4.
34
The above discussion suggests the following natural generalization of the flat-space fermionic
CHS partition function (2.18) to the conformally-flat Einstein-space case which is a direct
counterpart of the bosonic expression (3.26). We shall assume that for all s ≥ 3
2
the 2s = 2s+1-
derivative fermionic CHS field kinetic operator factorizes, like in the bosonic case (3.25), into
the product of “squares” of all s “partially massless” (PM) 1st-order fermionic spin s operators
∇ˆs +ms,k with special mass parameters ms,k (k = 12 , ...., s− 1) and also one extra “mass-zero”
operator ∇ˆs (which, in fact, represents a massive state in (A)dS)
ψsDsψs = ψs⊥
[ s−1∏
k=1/2
(∇ˆs +ms,k)(−∇ˆs +ms,k)
]
∇ˆs ψs⊥ , ∇ˆs ≡ (γk∇k)s . (4.16)
As in the bosonic case (3.25), this factorization is suggested, in particular, by the existence of
an “ordinary-derivative” formulation of the fermionic CHS fields [34].
The values of the fermionic PM mass parameters (first conjectured in D = 4 in [38] and
confirmed and extended to any D in [43]) are
m2s,k = −(k + 12 + D−42 )2ǫ , m2s,k
∣∣∣
D=4
= −(k + 1
2
)2ǫ , k = 1
2
, ..., s− 1 , (4.17)
where k = s−1 corresponds to the massless field in (A)dSD. The PM fields admit a local gauge-
covariant description upon introducing extra lower-spin fields [43]; eliminating the latter gives
residual gauge transformations with higher ∇s−k derivatives acting on lower-rank spinor-tensor
parameters ξk.
Starting with generic operator ∇ˆs+m describing massive on-shell spinor-tensors (s = s+ 12)
(γk∇k +m)ψm1...ms = 0 , γm1ψm1...ms = 0 , ∇m1ψm1...ms = 0 , (4.18)
and “squaring” it gives in conformally-flat case the following operator (generalizing the s = 1
one in (4.15))35
∆ˆs(M
2) = (−∇ˆs +m)(∇ˆs +m) = −∇2s +M2 , M2 = (s + 3)ǫ+m2 ≡M2ǫ . (4.19)
Thus the family of PM fermionic operators in D = 4 is represented by the following set of
2nd-order operators (cf. (3.19))
∆ˆs(M
2
s,k) = −∇2s +M2s,kǫ , M2s,k = s + 3− (k + 1)2 , (4.20)
s = s− 1
2
= 0, 1, ... , k = k − 1
2
= k = 0, ..., s− 1 .
34Let us recall that the definition of “mass” is ambiguous in (A)dS and truly massless field (with 2 degrees
of freedom) corresponds to maximal amount of gauge invariance (and thus smallest number of propagating
modes). PM fields have less gauge invariance (and thus more degrees of freedom), with generic massive fields
having no residual gauge invariance.
35A derivation of the (s + 3)ǫ contribution to the mass term can be given, e.g., by considering X =
− 12γmγn[∇m,∇n] = − 12γmγnRabmnΣˆab where Σˆab corresponds to the representation describing spinor-tensor
ψm1..ms (generalizing s = 1 case in (4.15)).
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k = s− 1 corresponds to the standard massless case (here D = 4, cf. (3.21))
m2s0 ≡M2s,s−1 = s + 3− s2 = 2s− s2 + 94 , (4.21)
which is the only choice for s = 3
2
(s = 1) case. The first non-trivial PM field appears for s = 5
2
where we get for k = 1 and k = 0: M25
2
, 3
2
= 1, M25
2
, 1
2
= 4.
One extra “genuinely-massive” operator that we should add corresponds to m2 = 0 in (4.19):
it can be viewed as a natural member of an “extended” PM family (4.20) were we allow also
the k = −1 (k = −1
2
) value:
∆ˆs(M
2
s,∅) = −∇2s +M2s,∅ǫ , M2s,∅ ≡M2s,− 1
2
= s + 3 . (4.22)
As in (2.18) here the index ∅ indicates that there is no associated gauge invariance, i.e. this
field describes 2s+1 degrees of freedom (2.19). The set of such (A)dS-massive but conformally-
invariant fields includes the standard fermion (4.9) (s = 0) and the ∆ˆ 3
2
⊥(4) gravitino in (4.10)
(s = 1).
As a result, the fermionic CHS partition function in conformally-flat background should have
the following representation (that directly reduces to (2.18) in the flat-space ǫ = 0 limit)
Zs =
s−1∏
k= 1
2
(Zs,k)
2 Zs,∅ , (4.23)
Zs,k =
[det∆ˆk⊥(M2k,s)
det∆ˆs⊥(M
2
s,k)
]−1/4
, Zs,∅ =
[ 1
det∆ˆs⊥(M
2
s,∅)
]−1/4
. (4.24)
Here we used that as in the corresponding bosonic expression in (3.26) the part of the Jacobian
of transformation from ψs to ψs⊥ and other low-rank reducible components that remains after
the division over the volume of gauge group is given by
s−1∏
k= 1
2
[det∆ˆk⊥(M
2
k,s)]
−1/2 , M2k,s = k + 3− (s + 1)2 , (4.25)
where M2k,s is again the “transpose” of the PM mass matrix in (4.21). Let us note also that for
half-integer k one has the following counterpart of (3.30)
det∆ˆk⊥(M
2) =
det∆ˆk(M
2)
det∆ˆk−1(M2 − δk)
, δk
∣∣∣
D=4
= 2(k + 1) , (4.26)
which generalizes (4.12).
As already mentioned, the k = s− 1 factor in (4.23) is the square of the standard massless
spin s partition function in (A)dS4 (cf. (3.24),(3.31) and (4.13))
Zs,s−1 =
[det∆ˆ(s−1)⊥(M2s−1,s)
det∆ˆs⊥(M2s,s−1)
]−1/4
=
[det∆ˆ(s−1)⊥(1− s− s2)
det∆ˆs⊥(3 + s− s2)
]−1/4
. (4.27)
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The special cases of (4.23) for s = 1
2
and s = 3
2
of course agree with (4.9) and (4.10) while, e.g.,
for s = 5
2
we get
Z 5
2
= (Z 5
2
, 3
2
)2(Z 5
2
, 1
2
)2Z 5
2
,∅
=
[det∆ˆ 1
2
(−5)
det∆ˆ 5
2
⊥(1)
]−2/4 [det∆ˆ 1
2
(−6)
det∆ˆ 5
2
⊥(4)
]−2/4 [ 1
det∆ˆ 5
2
⊥(5)
]−1/4
. (4.28)
To compute the Weyl-anomaly coefficient as corresponding to (4.23) we start again with the
general relations (3.34),(3.35) applied now to the case of the representation (4.5). Then the
counterparts of (3.36),(3.37) in the half-inter spin s case are (see (4.26))
a[∆ˆs(M
2)] = − 1
144
Ns
(
Ns − 3M4 + 12M2 − 12110
)
, Ns = (s + 1)(s + 2) , (4.29)
a[∆ˆs⊥(M
2)] = a[∆ˆs(M
2)]− a[∆ˆs−1(M2 − 2s− 2)]
= − 1
720
(s + 1)
[
− 101 + 20s(3s2 + 13s + 11)− 60(s2 + s− 2)M2 − 30M4
]
. (4.30)
Here we already accounted for an extra 1
2
factor and fermionic minus sign, i.e., for example,
a[∆ˆ 1
2
(3)] = 11
720
gives the contribution of a single s = 1
2
fermion in (4.9). Applying this to
operators in (4.24) with mass parameters given in (4.20),(4.22),(4.25) and performing the sum
over k = 0, ..., s − 1 as required by (4.23) we end up with the following expression for the
fermionic CHS as-coefficient which is a counterpart of the bosonic expression in (3.38):
a(f)s = 2
s−1∑
k=0
(
a[∆ˆs⊥(2 + s− 2k− k2)]− a[∆ˆk⊥(2 + k− 2s− s2)]
)
+ a[∆ˆs⊥(3 + s)]
= 1
2880
νs(12 + 45νs + 14ν
2
s ) , νs = −2(s+ 12)2 . (4.31)
In particular, a
(f)
1
2
= 11
720
, a
(f)
3
2
= −137
90
in agreement with (1.7),(1.8), also a
(f)
5
2
= −1869
80
, etc.
Combining the results for β
(f)
1,s in (4.7) and a
(f)
s in (4.31) we conclude that
c(f)s =
1
2
β
(f)
2,s = β
(f)
1,s + a
(f)
s =
1
2880
νs(118 + 135νs + 29ν
2
s ) . (4.32)
Like the bosonic expression in (3.38), the cubic polynomial (4.31) in νs turns out to be special:
when summed over all spins s = 1
2
, ...,∞ and analytically (ζ-function) regularized it gives zero.
This will not be true, however, for the sum of c(f)s in (4.32). We shall discuss this in more detail
in the next section.
5 Concluding remarks
Our final results for the Weyl anomaly coefficients (1.1) of D = 4 conformal higher spin fields
were already summarized in (1.12)–(1.15). As was mentioned in the Introduction, ref.[11] made
a remarkable observation that the sum over all spins of the bosonic as coefficient in (1.12) gives
zero if computed using ζ-function prescription, suggesting the existence of an anomaly-free
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theory.36 The same happens to be true also for the corresponding sum in the fermionic case
(see (1.16)).
Let us now discuss this vanishing of the regularized sum of as anomaly coefficients in more
detail. As is well known, to define a power-divergent sum like Pn =
∑∞
s=0 pn(s) where pn is
an order n polynomial in s one should not, in general, use a sharp cutoff (like 0 ≤ s ≤ M ,
M → ∞) but should consider a smooth analytic regularization with a cut-off function f , i.e.
define (see, e.g., [71] or [72] for a recent discussion)
Pn
∣∣∣
reg
= Pn(ǫ→ 0)
∣∣∣
fin
, Pn(ǫ) ≡
∞∑
s=1
f(ǫs) pn(s) , f(0) = 1 , f(∞) = 0 , (5.1)
one should compute the regularized sum, take the limit ǫ→ 0 and drop all singular 1
ǫm
terms.
For example, one may use an exponential cutoff f(ǫs) = e−ǫs. Then (Pn)reg will be the same as
found by computing each term
∑∞
s=1 s
k using the ζ-function regularization.
One may wonder what is the physical meaning of this regularization prescription in the
present “sum over spin” context. A possible answer is that it is required to preserve some
hidden symmetries of the higher-spin system (cf. [58]). In fact, one can draw an analogy with
string theory which describes an infinite set of fields of growing spins and masses which are
effectively summed over in the world-sheet description. Indeed, a standard example is that the
use of an analytic or ζ-function regularization of oscillator sums in computing, e.g., 2d central
charge and vacuum energy [71] gives, for example, the right (zero) value for the mass of the
first excited level state in bosonic open string (photon) and is thus required for a consistent
realisation of target space symmetries of string theory.
Computing the sum of a(b)s in (1.12) using the exponential cutoff we get
∞∑
s=1
e−ǫs a(b)s =
e2ǫ(566eǫ+1326e2ǫ+566e3ǫ+31e4ǫ+31)
180(eǫ−1)7
= 14
ǫ7
+ 7
ǫ6
+ 3
2ǫ5
+ 1
6ǫ4
+ 1
120ǫ3
+ ǫ
7560
+O(ǫ2) . (5.2)
Thus the finite part of this sum vanishes as claimed in (1.16). The same result is, of course,
found [11] using ζ-function regularization.37 Similarly, in the case of the fermionic as coefficient
in (1.14) we get
∞∑
s= 1
2
e−ǫs a(f)s =
∞∑
s=0
e−ǫ(s+
1
2
) a(f)s
=
e
3ǫ
2 (−1173eǫ−8918e2ǫ−8918e3ǫ−1173e4ǫ+11e5ǫ+11)
720(eǫ−1)7
= −28
ǫ7
− 14
ǫ6
− 2
ǫ5
+ 1
6ǫ4
+ 47
480ǫ3
+ 1
64ǫ2
+ 7
5760ǫ
+ 3607ǫ
7741440
+O(ǫ2) (5.3)
36Here we consider just on the conformal spin 2 gauge symmetry preservation: the reparametrization in-
variance should be manifest, while the Weyl invariance anomaly should cancel out. Anomalies of higher spin
analogs of these s = 2 symmetries (in particular, higher spin trace anomalies, cf.[10, 76]) should also be absent
for the full consistency of the theory.
37Computing Pn(ǫ) =
∑∞
s=0 e
−ǫs sn, and dropping all singular terms in ǫ → 0 one gets the finite part
Pn
∣∣
reg
= ζ(−n). Explicitly, for odd n: P1 = 1ǫ2 − 112 + O(ǫ2), P3 = 6ǫ4 + 1120 + O(ǫ2), P5 = 120ǫ6 − 1252 + O(ǫ2),
etc., while for even n: P0 =
1
ǫ − 12 +O(ǫ), P2 = 2ǫ3 − ǫ120 +O(ǫ2), P4 = 24ǫ5 + ǫ252 +O(ǫ2), etc.
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so that again there is no left-over finite part. Note that here the original sum goes over half-
integer spins, so that to apply the equivalent ζ-function regularization prescription one needs
to use ζ(z, q) =
∑∞
n=0(n+ q)
−z with q = 1
2
, i.e. ζ(z, 1
2
) = (2z − 1)ζ(z).38
Let us stress that this vanishing of the regularized sums of the as-coefficients is non-trivial.
Together with the known lower spin results for as in (1.5)–(1.8) this property uniquely fixes the
expression for as in both the bosonic and the fermionic cases. First, one may argue on general
grounds (from the structure of b4 in (3.9) and the form of the partition functions (3.26),(4.23))
that the conformal anomaly coefficients (as, cs) should be given by cubic homogeneous polyno-
mials of νs, i.e. of the physical number of d.o.f. of a spin s field. In the bosonic case demanding
agreement with the known s = 1, 2 values in (1.5),(1.6) then leads to the following predictions
a(b)s =
1
720
νs
[
νs(3 + 14νs) + q
(b)(νs − 2)(νs − 6)
]
, (5.4)
c(b)s =
1
1080
νs
[
νs(−59 + 43νs) + r(b)(νs − 2)(νs − 6)
]
, νs = s(s+ 1) . (5.5)
Similarly, in the fermionic case the expressions that match the known s = 1
2
, 3
2
values in
(1.7),(1.8) are
a(f)s =
1
23040
νs
[
νs(300 + 106νs) + q
(f)(νs + 2)(νs + 8)
]
, (5.6)
c(f)s =
1
23040
νs
[
νs(490 + 173νs) + r
(f)(νs + 2)(νs + 8)
]
, νs = −2(s+ 12)2 . (5.7)
Here q(b), r(b) and q(f), r(f) are so far arbitrary coefficients. Now imposing the additional condi-
tion of the vanishing of finite parts the corresponding sums of as over all spins (integer in the
bosonic case and half-integer in the fermionic case) fixes (after computing the sums as in (5.2),
(5.3)) the coefficients q(b) and q(f) uniquely
q(b) = 0 , q(f) = 6 . (5.8)
Then (5.4) and (5.6) become precisely to the expressions for a(b)s (3.38) and and a
(f)
s (4.31) that
were independently found above from the detailed structure of the CHS partition functions
(3.26) and (4.23) in (A)dS4 background.
Applying the same requirement of zero finite part to the regularized sums of the cs-coefficients
in (5.5),(5.7), i.e.
∑∞
s=1 e
−ǫs c(b)s and
∑∞
s= 1
2
e−ǫs c(f)s , gives
r
(b)
0 = −1 , r(f)0 = 3597367 . (5.9)
The results for c(b)s in (3.40) and c
(f)
s in (4.32) that we have found above correspond, however,
to different values 39
r(b) = 1
2
, r(f) = 59 . (5.10)
38This is again similar to the prescription one uses in string theory when computing, e.g., the vacuum energy
in NS sector where 2d fermions are anti-periodic. Explicitly, the cancellation of the finite part in (5.3) is due to
the following relations: ζ(0, 12 ) = ζ(−2, 12 ) = ζ(−4, 12 ) = 0 and 164 ζ(−1, 12 ) + 136ζ(−3, 12 )− 760ζ(−5, 12 ) = 0.
39It may be interesting to note that the difference between our value of c
(b)
s with r(b) =
1
2 and the “zero-sum”
value with r(b) = −1 is an integer (a binomial coefficient)
c
(b)
s
∣∣∣
r(b)= 12
− c(b)s
∣∣∣
r(b)=−1
= 1720νs(νs − 2)(νs − 6) = 16!s(s2 − 1)(s2 − 4)(s+ 3) =
(
s+ 3
6
)
.
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This non-vanishing of sums of cs we have found suggests that the expressions in (3.40) and
(4.32) may deserve further checks.
Let us note also that the vanishing (1.16) of the regularized sums of the as coefficients
(5.2),(5.3) means also the UV finiteness of the products of the (A)dS partition functions:∏∞
s=1 Z
(b)
s corresponding to (3.26) and
∏∞
s= 1
2
Z(f)s corresponding to (4.23).
Here we discussed only the b4 heat kernel coefficient of the logarithmically divergent part of
CHS free energies lnZs but the corresponding partition functions on (A)dSD or S
D may be
computed explicitly as, e.g., in [64, 65, 67, 11]. This should allow one to prove directly the rela-
tion between, e.g., the bosonic conformal higher spin s partition function (3.26) on S4 and the
ratio of partition functions of massless spin s field in AdS5 with alternate boundary conditions
as implied by the AdS/CFT in the context of “double-trace” deformation construction [11].
Let us briefly review some underlying ideas. Coupling, e.g., the D = 4 conformal N = 4
SYM theory to a background conformal supergravity multiplet and integrating out the SYM
fields one finds an induced action for the conformal supergravity fields [25, 5, 73]: Seff ∼∫
Cmnkl ln(L
−2∇2)Cmnkl+ ... ∼ ∫ (C2mnkl+ ...)+ non-local terms. The quadratic and cubic terms
in this action expanded in powers of the fields summarize information about the protected
2- and 3-point SYM correlators like 〈TmnTkl〉 and 〈TmnTklTsr〉. The “protected” part of this
induced action (which is the same at strong and weak coupling) appears also upon solving
the Dirichlet problem in the 5-d N = 8 gauged supergravity on the AdS5 background. This
relation can be generalized [6] by starting with the free N = 4 gauge theory and coupling it
to a higher spin generalization of the conformal supergravity multiplet. Let us consider, e.g.,
the bosonic conserved traceless bilinear currents [74] Jm1...ms ∼ Xr∂n1 ...∂nsP n1...nsm1...msXr (cf.(2.1);
Xr stand for the CFT fields) of dimension ∆ = 2 + s.
40 Coupling them to a background
higher spin conformal field φs, integrating out the free SYM fields and expanding the resulting
induced effective action for φs to quadratic order one then gets the logarithmically divergent
term proportional to the CHS Lagrangian
∫
d4x φsPs∂
2sφs. It can be matched with the term
originating from the classical free action of the corresponding “dual” higher spin massless field
ϕs in AdS5 evaluated on the solution of a Dirichlet problem with φs as the boundary data.
As in the s = 2 case of conformal (super)gravity multiplet, this agreement between the free
bulk massless higher spin action and the induced boundary conformal higher spin action is
essentially kinematical, i.e. is guaranteed by symmetries (see also [75]) and applies, of course,
not only in D = 4 but also in other dimensions (see [9, 10, 13, 11]).
In addition to this “tree-level” relation between free action of massless higher spins on AdSD+1
and free action of conformal higher spins on SD there is also a “one-loop” relation [11] mo-
tivated by the AdS/CFT correspondence in the presence of the “double-trace” deformation
[52, 53, 54, 55]. Namely, the 1-loop determinant of the CHS kinetic operator on SD should be
equal to the ratio of the massless higher spin 1-loop determinants in euclidean AdSD+1 with
alternate boundary conditions. This “one-loop” relation is more subtle than the “tree-level”
one mentioned above but it should be possible to prove it directly by comparing the correspond-
40Note that in general the mass dimensions of different fields involved are (we assume that D is even):
boundary scalars with action
∫
dDx Xr∂
2Xr: ∆ =
1
2 (D− 2); conformal current Js ∼ Xr∂sXr: ∆ = s+D− 2;
the corresponding “source” field (
∫
dDx Jsφs) – conformal field with action
∫
dDx φsPs∂
2s+D−4φs: ∆ = 2− s.
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ing heat kernel representations (cf. [54, 55]), now that the expression for the CHS partition
function in terms of the standard 2nd-derivative operator determinants on SD is known (3.26).
To motivate this relation one starts with a large N CFT free energy F = − lnZ on SD and
considers its change upon RG flow from UV to IR induced by “double-trace” γ(Js)
2 deformation.
This change corresponds to alternate ∆± boundary conditions for a massless higher spin in
AdSD+1. Considering, e.g., as a boundary CFT N free scalars on S
D and introducing an
auxiliary field φs one may replace γ(Js)
2 → Jsφs − 14γ (φs)2. The resulting ratio of large N
partition functions with and without the “double-trace” deformation is given by the path
integral over φs with the action being the induced effective action for φs found by integrating
out the original CFT scalars, N
∫
φsPs∂
2s+D−4φs plus the (φs)
2 term. Then for large N the
latter can be ignored and the leading-order result should is given just by the 1-loop partition
function of the conformal higher spin field on SD.
Given a generic massive spin s field equations in AdSD+1 with the transverse traceless kinetic
operator (3.14) with M2 = m2s0+m
2 (with m2s0 given by (3.21) with D → D+1) one finds the
solutions behaving near the AdS boundary (z → 0) as ϕs ∼ zδ, δ = ∆− s, where [∆ − (2 −
s)][∆ − (s + D − 2)] = m2, i.e. ∆± = 12D ± [(12D + s − 2)2 + m2]1/2 [47]. These two values
of dimensions correspond to the dimensions of Js in the two boundary CFT’s which are the
end-points of the RG flow induced by the “double-trace” deformation [11] (∆+ corresponds to
the original free IR CFT and ∆− to the UV CFT). In the m = 0 case the two values ∆± are
equal to the dimensions of the conserved current Js (∆+ = s+D − 2) and φs (∆− = 2− s).
From the AdSD+1 theory side the corresponding order N
0 term in the partition function
should be given by the 1-loop partition function of the AdS massless spin s field with the
appropriate boundary conditions. One is then led to the following relation between the ratio
of the 1-loop massless higher spin AdSD+1 partition functions evaluated with alternate ∆±
boundary conditions and the conformal higher spin partition function in SD
Z
(−)
s0
Z
(+)
s0
∣∣∣
AdSD+1
= Zs
∣∣∣
SD
, (5.11)
Zs0
∣∣∣
AdSD+1
=
[ det[−∇2 + (s− 1)(s+D − 2)]s−1⊥
det[−∇2 − s+ (s− 2)(s+D − 2)]s⊥
]1/2
, (5.12)
Zs
∣∣∣
SD
=
s−1∏
k=0
[det[−∇2 + k − (s− 1)(s+D − 2)]k⊥
det[−∇2 + s− (k − 1)(k +D − 2)]s⊥
]1/2
×
−1∏
k′=− 1
2
(D−4)
[ 1
det[−∇2 + s− (k′ − 1)(k′ +D − 2)]s⊥
]1/2
. (5.13)
Zs is the CHS partition function on S
D given in (3.26),(3.19),(3.20) (we set the radii to 1,
i.e. ǫAdS = −1, ǫS = 1). In Zs we included the extra “massive” factor (3.27),(3.29) present
for D > 4. Zs0 is the massless spin s partition function in AdSD+1 (given by (3.24) with
D → D + 1).41
41As explained in [11], the choice of the boundary conditions for “ghost” determinant in Zs0
∣∣
AdSD+1
(ξs−1 ∼
zδ± , δ+ = D, δ− = 2− 2s) is correlated with the ∆± choice for the physical operator.
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To summarize, an argument leading to (5.11) includes the following steps (see [53, 55, 11]): (i)
one starts with the partition function Z(γ) of D-dimensional UV CFT deformed by a relevant
operator γJ2s where Js has dimension ∆− = 2 − s; (ii) one “splits” J2s as Jsφs plus γ−1φ2s
introducing an auxiliary field φs of dimension ∆+ = D−∆−; (iii) assuming largeN limit, i.e. the
corresponding factorization of the correlators 〈Js...Js〉 one can represent the original partition
function in terms of the path integral over φs with the action N
∫
dDxdDx′φs(x)Ks(x, x
′)φs(x
′),
where Ks(x, x
′) = 〈Js(x)Js(x′)〉 or, by conformal invariance, Ks(x, x′) ∼ Ps|x − x′|−2∆− (with
|x − x′| replaced by a geodesic distance in the case of SD); (iv) one observes that Ks(x, x′) is
the Green’s function for the CHS operator Ds = Ps∂
2s+D−4, i.e. DsKs(x, x
′) = Psδ
D(x− x′);
(v) this gives a relation between ratio of the IR and UV CFT partition functions and the
CHS partition function, Z(∞)/Z(0) = Z−1CHS + O(1/N); (vi) since AdS/CFT should imply
the equivalence of the CFT partition function on SD and the partition function of the AdS
theory, and noting that the only term that survives in the ratio Z(∞)/Z(0) is the spin s field
contribution (as this is the only field that changes its dimension and thus the corresponding
boundary conditions), one is then led to the relation (5.11) (taken in power -1).
One may also run this argument in the opposite direction: starting with a deformation of the
free IR CFT by the irrelevant operator γ˜J˜2s with J˜s having canonical dimension ∆+ = s+D−2.
In this case we get the deformed CFT partition function Z˜(γ˜) expressed in terms of the inte-
gral over the corresponding auxiliary field φ˜s with the action N
∫
dDxdDx′φ˜s(x)K˜s(x, x
′)φ˜s(x
′),
where K˜s(x, x
′) = 〈J˜s(x)J˜s(x′)〉 ∼ Ps|x − x′|−2∆+. Using that the singular part of this kernel
is proportional to the CHS operator Ds = Ps∂
2s+D−4, i.e. K˜s(x, x
′)||x−x′|→ǫ ∼ ln ǫ Dsδ(D)(x, x′)
we then end up with Z˜(∞)/Z˜(0) = ZCHS + O(1/N), i.e. the same relation as above since
Z˜(∞)/Z˜(0) = Z(0)/Z(∞). Note that this consistency depends on a specific regularization,
allowing to ignore the finite part in K˜s(x, x
′).
The equality of the as coefficients (1.12) governing the logarithmic divergences of these par-
tition functions (found in [11] as the IR divergence of the AdS5 part of (5.11) and found here as
the UV divergence of the S4 part of (5.11)) provides a first check of this equality, and it should
be possible also to show the equality of the finite parts (using an appropriate regularization as
in [55, 56, 11]).
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Appendix A: Notation and some useful relations
In this paper we always use symmetric traceless tensors (or γ-traceless spinor-tensors) and so
do not explicitly indicate the tracelessness condition.
The curvature tensor of conformally-flat Einstein backgrounds that we assume is
Rmnkl = ǫ(gmkgnl − gmkgnl) , ǫ = ±r−2 = 2Λ
(D − 1)(D − 2) , (A.1)
where ǫ > 0 for dSD (or S
D in the case of euclidean signature) and ǫ < 0 for AdSD spaces. In
D = 4 one has ǫ = Λ
3
, R = 4Λ = 12ǫ. One may assume that the curvature radius is r = 1 so
that ǫ = ±1.
Generic covariant second-order operator defined on rank s tensors in such constant curvature
space can be put into the form
∆ˆs = ∆ˆs(M
2) ≡ −∇2s +M2ǫ . (A.2)
∆ˆs⊥(M
2) will stand for −∇2+M2ǫ defined on transverse traceless tensors of rank s. In general
(modulo zero-mode contributions)
det∆ˆs(M
2) = det∆ˆs⊥(M
2) det∆ˆs−1(M
2 − (2s+D − 3)) . (A.3)
In particular, in D = 4
det∆ˆ2(M
2) = det∆ˆ2⊥(M
2) det∆ˆ1(M
2 − 5) , (A.4)
det∆ˆ1(M
2) = det∆ˆ1⊥(M
2) det∆ˆ0(M
2 − 3) . (A.5)
in agreement with (A.5).
One may decompose φm1...ms = φm1...ms⊥+[∇(m1ξm2...ms)− traces] and compute the Jacobian
of the corresponding transformation. For example,
φm = φm⊥ +∇mξ , J1 = [det∆ˆ0(0)]1/2 , (A.6)
φmn = φmn⊥ +∇(mξn)⊥ + (∇m∇n −D−1∇2)ξ , (A.7)
J2 = [det∆ˆ1⊥(−D + 1) det∆ˆ0(−D)]1/2 [det∆ˆ0(0)]1/2 . (A.8)
Here ∆ˆ1(−D + 1) is the familiar ghost operator ∆ˆ1mn = −∇2mn − Rmn in the case of (A.1).
The first factor in (A.8) is the ghost determinant, while the second factor is cancelled against
similar factor in the volume of the gauge group (the gauge group vector parameters are not
transverse).
Similar decomposition for the rank 3 tensor φmnk = (φmnk⊥, ξmn⊥, ξm⊥, ξ) gives
J3 = [det∆ˆ2⊥(−2D) det∆ˆ1⊥(−2D − 1) det∆ˆ0(−2D − 2)]1/2
× [det∆ˆ1⊥(−D + 1) det∆ˆ0(−D) det∆ˆ0(0)]1/2 . (A.9)
Again, the first factor is the ghost determinant (for details in the D = 3 case see [50]).
Similar relations are found for the fermions, e.g., for the D = 4 gravitino
ψm = ψm⊥ + (∇m − 14γmγk∇k)ξ , J 32 = det∆ˆ 12 (−1) . (A.10)
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Appendix B: Comments on higher-order conformal scalar operators
In this paper we considered a family of conformal higher-spin operators defined on symmetric
traceless tensors φs, i.e.
S =
∫
dDx
√
g φm1...ms(∇2s+D−4 + ...)φm1...ms , (B.1)
where φs has dimension 2 − s. We suggested that on Einstein-space background this kinetic
operator takes factorized form like (3.25) in D = 4.42
Similar factorization is known for higher-order conformal operators ∆(2r) defined on scalars
S2r =
∫
dDx
√
g φ∆(2r) φ , ∆(2r) = (−∇2)r + ... . (B.2)
In fact, a special case of such scalar action with r = 1
2
(D − 4) appears as the special case of
(B.1) with s = 0.
In general, in addition to the familiar conformal scalar operator
∆(2) = −∇2 + D − 2
4(D − 1)R , (B.3)
one may define also ∆(4) = ∇4 + ..., etc. In D = 4 there are two choices: ∆(2) = −∇2 + 16R
and ∆(4) introduced in [24] and independently (for D ≥ 4) in [57]:
S4 =
∫
d4x
√
g φ ∆(4) φ =
∫
d4x
√
g
[
∇2φ∇2φ− 2(Rmn − 1
3
gmnR)∇mφ∇nφ
]
. (B.4)
As is clear from (B.4), on Ricci-flat background ∆(4) = (∆(2))
2 = (∇2)2 while on the constant
curvature background (A.1) one gets ∆(2) = −∇2 + 16R = −∇2 + 2ǫ and
∆(4) = (−∇2)(−∇2 + 2ǫ) = ∆ˆ0(0)∆ˆ0(2) , (B.5)
where we used the notation in (A.2). This leads to a simple derivation of the corresponding
Weyl anomaly in (1.1) [24, 25, 3]:43 it is just a sum of anomalies of minimal scalar Laplacian
−∇2 and the conformally-coupled one, i.e. β1 = 2β1[−∇2] = 190 , a = a[∆ˆ0(0)]+a[∆ˆ0(2)] = − 790
(and thus c = − 1
15
).
In any even dimension D one may consider a family of higher-order conformal scalar Lapla-
cians ∆(2),∆(4),∆(6), ...,∆(D) [81] usually referred to as GJMS operators. The operator ∆(D−4
2
)
appearing in the s = 0 case of (B.1) is thus a special member of this family.
42Let us note that in addition to (2s + D − 4)-derivative CHS operators discussed in this paper one may
formally consider also operators defined on symmetric traceless tensors with smaller number of derivatives that
have Weyl symmetry (see, e.g., [30, 77, 78] for some 2-derivative cases and [79, 16] for general discussions).
Such 2-derivative operators effectively appear in the factorisation of CHS operators on Einstein background (as
k = 0 term in (3.25) in D = 4 [30, 41]). In general D the operator discussed in [78] restricted to transverse
fields and considered on conformally-flat backgrounds corresponds to the “maximal negative depth” operator
in (3.19),(3.20) with k = − 12 (D − 4) or i = 1 in (3.27),(3.29), i.e. is given by −∇2s + [s+ 14D(D − 2)]ǫ.
43A discussion of this anomaly in mathematics literature appeared also in [80].
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In the case of a Ricci-flat background the GJMS operator ∆(2r) is simply the r-th power of the
standard Laplacian −∇2 while for a conformally-flat background (a sphere SD) the operators
∆(2r) were explicitly constructed in [82] by arguing that they should take the following factorized
form44
∆(2r) =
r∏
i=1
[∆(2) − i(i− 1)] =
r∏
i=1
∆ˆ0(m
2
i ) , ∆ˆ0(m
2
i ) = −∇2 +m2i ǫ , (B.6)
m2i =
1
4
D(D − 2)− i(i− 1) = (1
2
D − i)(1
2
D + i− 1) . (B.7)
The operator (B.6) is positive for r ≤ 1
2
D. Eq.(B.6) is thus a generalization of the relation
(B.5) in the r = 2 case.
The factorized structure of (B.6) is obviously similar to that in the case of higher-spin con-
formal operators in (3.25),(3.20). The direct derivation of (B.6) in [83] that uses stereographic
projection from flat space should certainly have an analog in the CHS case of (3.25).
The representation (B.6) has a straightforward generalization [84] to any Einstein-space back-
ground Rmn =
1
D
Rgmn:
∆(2r) =
r∏
i=1
[
−∇2 + qiR
]
, qi =
(1
2
D − i)(1
2
D + i− 1)
D(D − 1) , (B.8)
so that, in particular, ∆(D) = [−∇2 + D−24(D−1)R] ... [−∇2]. For some other general properties of
GJMS operators see also [85].45
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